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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, where p is an 
odd prime. G is said to satisfy Hypothesis (1) if C,(x) = C,(P) for all x E P# 
and N,(P)/C,(P) is cyclic. Brauer 121, Leonard IS], Sibley I IO], an.d one of 
the authors [3] have shown that if G satisfies Hypothesis (1) and G has a 
faithful complex representation of degree x, where x < (IPI - 1)/2, then iJAG 
or G/Z(G) = PSL(2, /Pi). The purpose of this paper is to raise the bound for 
X. 
We denote the normalizer and centralizer of P by N and CT respectively, 
and the group of p’-elements in C by I’. The following theorems will bc 
proved. 
THEOREM 1. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (1) and G has a jizitlqk! 
irreducible complex character A such that A( 1) < iPi .- 1 or (2 IPi $- 1 j/3 
and exactly one irreducible constituent of A,$v does not haue P in its kernel; 
then one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) PAG, 
(ii) G/Z(G) N PSL(2,I PI), 
(iii) j Pi = 3 and G/Z(G) v S, or A 5, 
(iv) JPI = 5 and G/Z(G) zA6, 
(v) lP/ = 7 and G/Z(G)=A,. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume G satisjies Hypothesis (1) and G has a faithful 
irreducible complex character of degree less than (2 IPI + 1)/3; then one of 
the following conditions is satisfies: 
(i) PAG, 
(ii) G/Z(G) N PSL(2,I PI): 
(iii) IPI= and G/Z(G)=S, or A,, 
(iv) IPI = 5 and G/Z(G) h A,, 
(v) IPI= and G/Z(G)-A,. 
Theorem 2 follows directly from Theorem 1. Theorems 1 and 2 follow 
from the work of Brauer ]2] and Tuan [ 111 if ]PI =p. Therefore, we will 
assume IPI fp throughout this paper. 
1 
We will use the notation of [S]. The group G is said to satisfy Hypothesis 
(2) if G has minimal order subject to the following conditions being satisfied. 
(i) G satisfies Hypothesis (1) with q fp. 
(ii) PdG, (iii) G/Z # PSL(2, q), and (iv) G has a faithful irreducible 
complex character /i such that A, has exactly one irreducible constituent 
whose kernel does not contain P and A( 1) < q - 1. In order to prove 
Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that no group G satisfies Hypothesis (2). 
If G satisfies Hypothesis (2), then Theorem A [4] implies that 11(l) > 
(q - 1)/2. The results of Section 1 (E) 18 ] imply that 
where A is a linear nonprincipal character of P, t,u is an irreducible character 
of V,and the xj are distinct irreducible characters ofNsuch that ~,,I,uEx~ and 
the gj are nonnegative integers. Further, (iw)” (1) = nw(l) and /i(l) < q - 1 
imply that n < (q - 1)/2. Let b = Tj g/X,t( 1). 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume G satisJies Hypothesis (2). If H is a subgroup of G 
such that P E H and \Nrt(P)/C,(P)I < (q - 1)/2, then PAH. In particular, 
n = (q - 1)/2 and P is not cyclic. 
Proof Let H be any subgroup of G such that PC_ H and let n,, = 
IN,(P)/C,(P)I. If T is an irreducible character of H, let 6 E U,. if 6 is a 
nonprincipal irreducible character of P and (T,,, S) = 0. If U,. contains at 
least (q - 1)/2 characters, the results in Section 1 181 may be applied to the 
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group H to show that either P c ker T or T,h,lf,II(,,, has exactly one irreducible 
constituent whose kernel does not contain P. 
Assume jHj < /GI. PcZZ, andn,< (q- 1)/2. Let {‘Zii- l....,~) denote 
the irreducible characters of H such that (/if{, r,) + 0. Let KI denote the 
kernel of Ti for i = l,..., U. Equality (1.1) imp!ies there are at most 
n < (q - 1)/2 nonprincipal irreducible characters 6 of P such t.hat 
i/i,,: S) f 0. ll,, 2 I; implies that I Uril > (q - I)/2 for i= I .,..., 2. if 
(p, !.Kii) # 1: then let Pi denote a Sylow p-subgroup of K;. Theorem 1.3.7 
[5 1 implies that H = N,,(P,) Ki. Since P is a TI set in G, and we may assume 
Pi ,& P, then ZVkl(Pi) c X1{(P). Thus ZT/Ki has a (possibly trivial) normal 
Syiow p-subgroup. If (p, jK,I) = 1, and Q is any p-subgroup of H, then 
C/:,,i(QKi/Ki) = C,,(Q) KJKi, so that part (i) of Hypothesis (2) holds fol 
ZZ/Ki. Part (iv) holds, since P&K,. Part (iii) is true as well, since 
FZ,~ < (q -- 1),/2 implies that no factor group of H is isomorphic to PSL(2: q). 
So JZZi < j GI forces H/K, to have a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Let 
M = nj’:i H/K,; then M has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Since A is 
faithful: there is an injection of H into M. Hence, P&Z. 
If ii = G and TZ < (q -- 1)/2: then G has at least three classes of p- 
elements, and Theorem I /IO] and (1.1) imply that ncpb.= (,JJ/)~ ,., It 
follows that b = 0, n(l) = nr,~(l) and A,. is irreducible. Since A is faithfu!.. 
n < (q - 1)/2, and lV/C is abelian, Theorem 3 (9 j implies that G has a 
proper normal subgroup H, which contains P. Theorem i.3.7 I5 1 implies 
that G = WZ,. However, 1 H, / < I G/ and n,,, < n < (q -- 1)/2 imply that 
WG. Therefore, n = (q - 1)/2. Now q > p implies that P is not cyclic. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2); then V is abelian. 
if i-i is a normal subgroup oJ G such that V & H and (i HI, p) f 1, tizen 
H = G. Zf H is a normal p’-subgroup qf G, then H I;- Z. 
.?‘roc$ Lemma 1 .l implies that n = (q - 1)/2.. E.quality (l”i) implies 
q-- 1 >n(l)=((q- 1)/2)y(l)+b. Hence, w(l)-: 1. It foliows that 
V’ cr ker A. /i faithful now implies that V’ = 1 so that V is abeliaa. 
Let H bc a normal subgroup of G such that (iZZl. p) p 1 and H 2 V. Lei 
P, be a Sylow p-subgroup H; then iz = (q -- 1)!/2 implies that P: = P. 
Therefore, G = NH. If nH = 1 N,,(P)/C,I(P)I = IN,f(P)jjl Ci < (q - ! )j2, then 
Lemma I. 1 implies that PAN. Now G = NH impiies a contradiction: 
Therefore I?~, = (q - 1)/2. However, C = PV c H now implies that N &: fi. 
Hence, H = G. 
Assume H is a normal p’-subgroup of G. Since P is not cyclic. Theorem 
5.3.10 [5j applied to the set of Sylow subgroups of N which are invariant 
under the action of P implies that H = (C,(x) i x E P”j. Therefore, ZZ c V. 
L,et H, = C,(H); then H,AG. However, P c H1 and Y abelian imply that 
PV,z Hi: therefore H, = G and H L Z. 
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LEMMA 1.3. Assume G satisfies HJrpothesis (2); then V = 2. 
Proof: Assume V # Z. We may choose notation so that A = AZ, E B,. 
i.e., v/ = v/z and 1 = A,, . Since n = (q - 1)/2, there is a nonprincipal linear 
character I’ of P which is not conjugate to 1 in N or G. We choose notation 
so that 1’ = &, , then /i,i7 = II 22A = (n/w)” + Cjgj;si. Section l(E) of IS] may 
be applied to B, to show that a, = 0, Ed = 1 and b, = cl. Let S = cjgixi. 
Since y2 is a linear character, we obtain b = (n/n*) b,. 
Let U= {x 1 IA(x)l =d(l)}; then II is a normal @-subgroup of G and 
Z s U. N, is the inertial group of w2 in N; if N, = N, then V s U. Corollary 
1.2 now implies that V = Z. Therefore, we may assume Nz # N. 
In the notation of Section l(E) [S 1: S = xf?, b2g2,. Now kz,)c’ = 
x~~(&,~ w) implies that h,,fzr,),, = x~~x~,, CYz I#. Since all the characters 
in !Pz are linear, I,YI,? = 1 y if and only if I$ = v. Therefore, (kilz,fz,,)r,, lr,.) = 
x~~x&/Pz~). It follows that (x2&,,, Cz-, x,J = x~,x~,(~z/Y~~). Now 
Sf= C;‘, b&33=, b2,,x&~) implies that (SF, Cz. , x,J = 2;:. , b,, 
(Xl::=, x2p+(O2) b,,O = T,;i-, b 2rxz,(b,(n/n,)) = b:(n/n,). Therefore, we 
obtain 
s’-% 9 X,k = bb?. 
k .- 1 
(1.4 
Since n = (q - 1)/2, we may choose notation so that E, = 1, i.e., 
(1,, -/ii, = (Jw,)” - @“1/,)‘. Let TE B,, where T# 1, and let R = ker T. 
If V c R, then R # G and Corollary 1.2 imply that V = Z. Therefore, we 
may assume that V& ker T if T E B, - { lc}. 
Since i’ is not conjugate to J and wz( 1) = I, (((nt,~~)” (~‘I,u~>“‘),, I,,) = 0. 
It follows that ((Ay/*)” (~‘y/y2)-v,x,,,) = 0 for u = l:..., s and 2’ = l,..., s,. Since 
xii has C in its kernel. ((,+z)lv’(~)‘, zli) = 1 for i = l,..., n. Moreover: 
(((@,)” (,&)~‘),,, I,,) = n implies that ((,$,>” (z)‘;, x,,,.) = 0 if u # 1. Now 
AZ;, = (S + (&,)“)(S + (IZ’I,V~)~) implies that 
and 
for u = l,..., s, z’ = I...., s, 
x (A&, x,Jx,,:(l) = bZ. 
u.c 
n/l, = (S + (~~z)“)(s+ (nwz)“) implies that 
CA11,5Xli)= (ssVX,j) + l for i = I,..., n 
and 
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Let .Y:/-’ denote the set of irreducible characters of G. If T E .:Y/;, let gr = 
J&(T~v~~UI.)~UL.(l) and h,-=~i,t(7’v, (T,,, (&~J’jn: We obtain 
T( 1) = g, + h,. (1.5) 
Now _ .42 = C,Y (A.& T’) T implies that ~,,,&G~x,,J~~~W== 
,F& (AA, r) g,.. Equality (1.4) implies that & (AA, 7’) g, = b” i n. 
AA(l) = n2 + 26n + !r2 now implies that 
\;: (/iii, T) h,. = t2 + (2b - 1 j t?. (1.6) 
.F 
Let C, = {X,,n j d,, < 0) and A, = {X,, ) d,, > 0 and X,, -f lGj. Let C, = 
< cc, &Jl ,?I and A”, =&, d,,,,X,,. Equality 2.1 181 imp!ies that 
C, G AA’ and 2, + 1 G G /in. We now use the results of Section l(E) 18 ) 
applied to the block B,. If X,, EA,, then VG ker X!,, and (1.3) iSI implies 
there is a jzl such that emj > 1. It follows that h,v;,n >
e,, 2n + emj(n/nl)(q - 1) >, (e,, + 1) 2~. Equation (I .3) [8j implies that 
rmi =fm, - d,,; therefore, hx,,s > (f,, - d,, -t 1) 2n. VS& kerA,, and (1.2) 
[I3 ] imply there is some j + 1 such that a, # 0. Since c, = 1: Section 1 (E) 18 J
now implies that A,,, = h ;,,z > (2a, + lj n + fl,j(P?,/rr,j)(~ - 1) > (2a, -t 3) I:. 
Now A, c n/i and (1.6) imply 
\‘2d,,,(&, --d,,+ I)+ (/l/i,& +/l,z)(2a, -t 3)<n+ (2b- 1).(!.7) 
A 1 
Let E== (x,~~x,~# 1, and klk, (A~),v)+O}; then ((A;i’),,,xjT~j=: 
(sg,xlk) and (1.2) imply that ]Ej<bzb. Let E’= {,x!~‘;c,~# 1, and 
~lkr(A/i’j,v)==O~; then \E’\),n- 1 --h,b. Let A -- (X,ii (X,,i,~‘fk)fO For 
some xIk E E’ 1. Now c, ~rAci/i’ implies that A c A I. ‘Therefore. equality 
(1.4) /8] implies that ifXlkEE’, then 
If brk f 0 for some xlk E E’, then (Ax’, A,, +-A 12) = 0. Equality (2.2) 181 
implies that (A‘;?; A I r + A ,*) = 2c, - 1. Hence, (i .8) implies that 
(2c, --. 1) blk = 1 so that c1 = 1. Therefore, (2c, - I) b,, is nonnegative If 
x,~ E E’. Hence, (1.8) implies that d,,, = 1 if X,, E A. Thus, we obtain 
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If blk’# 0 for some xlk E E’, then c, = 2c, - 1 = 1 = (/iJ,An,, +A,,). 
Summing (1.8) over all xlk E E’ yields 
(1.10) 
Now (1.2) [8] implies that a, = b, - 1,; therefore, (2a, + 3) = 2b, i- 1. Now 
(1.7), (1.9) and (1.10) imply that 2(iz - 1 - b,b) + 1 < C,, 2f,, + 2b, + 1 = 
CA d,,(f,, -d,, + 1) 2 + (A&I,, +A,J(2a, + 3) < n + 26 - 1. Thus 
n < 2bb, + 2b. If blk = 0 for all xlk E E’, then summing (1.8) over all 
xlk EE’ yields CAfm, > ]F > n - I - bb,. Now (1.7) and (1.9) imply that 
2(n-l-bb,)<~,2f,,,=~,2(fm,-d,,+l)<n+2b-1. In both 
cases, we have shown that 2bb, + 2b > IZ - 1. Now b = (n/n,) 6, implies that 
2b: + 2b, > n2 - n2/n. Hence, n > n, implies that 2b: + 2bz > n2. 
We again use Section l(E) 181 applied to the block B,. Equation (1.7) 
[81, b, = ~2, s2 = 1, and 4 - 1 = 2n imply that (2n/n,) b: - 2b, + r d;,,, = 
((q - 1)/n* - 1) c: + c: - 2c, + C d:,, = n,. Therefore, (2n/n,) bi - 26, + 
C d;, = n,. It was pointed out in IS] that every block contains nonexcep- 
tional characters. It follows that Cd:, > 1. We obtain 1 + (2n/n,) b: - 
2b, < n,. The previous ‘paragraph now implies that 1 t (2n/n,) b: - 2b, < 
n,<2b:+26,. It follows that 2((n/a, - 1) b: - 2b,) < -1. Hence, we 
obtain (n/n2 - 1) b: - 26, < -1. However, (n/n2 - 1) b, < 2 - l/b, implies 
that b, = I= n/n2 - 1. Thus n2 < 2b: t 2b, = 4. However q = 2n t 1 = 
4n, + 1 < 4(4) + 1 = 17 and P noncyclic imply that q = 9 and n = 4. Thus, 
n2 = 2. However, c, = b, = 1 = .s2 and (1.7) 181 imply that 2 a:,,, = 0. This 
is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2); then the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) If H is a proper normal subgroup of G, then H s Z. 
(ii) G’ = G; hence every representation of G is unimodular. 
(iii) If n is even, then n= 12 or n 224. If n is odd, then n> 171. 
ProoJ: (i) Assume H is a minimal proper normal subgroup of G such 
that (] H ] T p) # 1. Since V = 2, Corollary 1.2 implies that G = HZ. Then A, 
is irreducible, PC H, nH = n, and A,l,, has exactly one irreducible 
constituent whose kernel does not contain P. Now ] HI < ] G ] implies 
H/Z(H) z PSL(2, q). But Z(H) a normal p’-subgroup of G implies that 
Z(H) = Z n H by Corollary 1.2. So HZ/Z = H/Z(H) N PSL(2,q). 
Therefore, every proper normal subgroup H of G is a p’-group. Corollary 1.2 
implies that H c Z. 
(ii) 1 # [N, P] g P implies that [G, G] & Z, whence G’ = G by (i). 
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(iii) L.et x denote the image of a set A in G/Z = G/K If 5E F#, then 
C&) = p. If p = 3, then G is a simple COB group. Theorem -4 ! 11 implies G 
does not satisfies Hypothesis (2). Therefore, q = pk, where k > 2 and p > 5, 
If q = 25, then n = 12. If q > 25; then p > 5: pk > 25. and k > 2 imply that 
q > 49 so that n > 24. If IZ is odd, then n = (q ‘- 1 )/:Z implies k is odd al?d 
a* 5”. It follows that n > (7” - 1)/2 = 171. 1 , 
Since V = Z and n = (q - 1)/2, we may simplify the notation of 1.81. Since 
A is faithful, Z is cyclic. Let Z = (z), where /Z! = s; :hen 1, = ~,ti: : ‘1/Z :.... y, 
is a full set of irreducible characters of I/ no two of which are conjugate ir: 
G. Moreover, Ni = N. For all i = l,.... s, we may let Ai1 = ,i.i = A and 
Ai2 = A* = A’, where A and A’ denote two nonconjugate nonprincipal 
irreducible characters of P. If s f 1: we choose notation so that A = A >!. !.e.? 
‘I/-, is a fa.ithful character of Z. If s = 1, choose A = A i! I Since both Z = V 
and NJ/C. are cyclic, N/P is abelian. Therefore, there are y. , 1! .. . . . xin distinct 
irreducible linear characters of N whose kernel contains P and ki,jj,,. = wj. 
ru’ow n = (q -- 1)/2 implies we may choose notation so that (li = 1 for 
i == l,...) s. Therefore, (Ai, -A&, = (;“, t,uJ’ -- @,vJ”. 
For i= 1 ,..., s, let Ui = (T! T is an irreducible character of G and 7’(z) = 
vi(z) 7’(I)}. Every irreducible character of G lies in. some U,. Let Bi be the 
block such that Bi & Ui. Let Ci = {Xi,,! j di, < 01 and Ai = {Xirll /di, > 0: 
Xi,, # 1, if i = 11. Let ci = - Cc, di,Xi, and ,4 i = CA: &Xi,,, . If T E II, r 
then we obtain 
(T,V?Xj,j) z (Tj-7 (n/(Wj)X)ro, forj#iandk=1,2,!==1:....Iz. (1.1:) 
We define the following nonnegative integers: (Aii? (il,j. v~)~) I- ai, where 
j’ +J’: (Aij,X$)=6,/, (Xirn, (1, Wi)‘)=e,i, and (Xim,X~f)=JI~~~/. Let 
hi=C,bii: and &=Clfmi,. Equations (1.2)-(IA), (1.6) and (1.7) of 
Section l(E) !8! now yield the following five results (these are special cases 
of IS. Sect. l(E)]): 
bi -a, = ci. (1.12) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
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Equation (1.11) implies that if Xi,,, E B i, then 
(1.17) 
If A, E Bi, let Si = (Xi,b, # 0} and pi = Csi bi,Xi,; then 
(Aij)h’ = (Ui + l)(n,~/i)N + Ui(~,i, ~i)‘~ + ~ii, where j’#j. (1.18) 
Let x, and x2 denote representatives of the two conjugacy classes in G of 
elements in p#. Let ai = (A, w,)’ (xi) for i = 1,2. Now (l,, (A, IV,)“) = 0 
implies 
a, + a* = -1. (1.19) 
Let p denote the regular character of N/Z; then p(xiZ) = n + lzai + 
n(A, w,)~’ (xi) = 0. Hence, (1.19) implies 
(4 VI )” (Xi) = aj, where j # i, i = 1,2. (1.20) 
Since (A, y/i)” and (A, w,)” are distinct, a, # a*. Since N/C acts on P as a 
fixed-point free, cyclic group of automorphisms of order (q - 1)/2, it is easy 
to see that P is elementary abelian, and hence that if c is a fixed-point free 
automorphism of P of order 2, then c must be inversion. If n is odd, then we 
may choose notation so that x2 =x;‘. Therefore, a2 = E, and 
((A, ~i)~‘, (A, vi)“) = 1 implies that a, a2 = (n + 1)/2. If n is even, then xi is 
conjugate to XT’. Therefore, Ui = ai for i = 1,2, and ((A, v,)“, (A? v,)“) = 0 




if it is odd 
n =--- 
2 
if n is even. (1.21) 
For 1 < i < s, let integer i be defined (modulo s) by w, = pii_, . Then the excep- 
tional characters in B, are complex conjugates of the exceptional characters 
in Bi. It follows that ai=ai, bi= bi and c,= ci. Equations (1.18) and (1.12) 
now imply that (i;,Jx) = ci + (Ak~I)N (x) for x E P# and k = { I, 2). Let - 
k’ E { 1, 2) - (k}. If n is odd, then (3*k~,)k = (Ak,‘y,)M. If n is even, then 
(Akvl)N = (Aky/JV for k = 1,2. Thus, we obtain the following: 
For 1 <i<s, k= 1,2, k’E {1,2}-{k} and vi=&, then 
A ik = A ik, if II is odd 
=lti/( if R is even. (1.22) 
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LEMMA 1.5. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2). Let A,., and /ii, be 
exceptional characters and let k be defined by ~~(2) = w,.(z) vi(z). L.ei 
(‘lrlAiiY’l~j)= j u and (.,,/ii,, /i,J = u; for j = I, 2; then the fillowing 
relations are satisJed: 
(i) u:-uu2=cr-tci- 1, 
(iij l.vl - w2 = ci - c,, 
(iii) (4,,4,, -/i,.,4iz, X,,) = -dkm if n is odd 
= d km if n is ecen, 
(iv) (A,,Ai, -ArJj27Akl +-4,2)=-2Cl,+ 1 lj” II is odd 
= 2c, - 1 if n is even, 
(‘1 CArlAil -nrlni2, T)=” v TE U,-- B,, 
(vi) For I= I,..., n, 
!tA,j njl):\:vXkj) = (s,S;., Xkj) + 2a,aj + a, t “j f n is odd 
= (SrSi, xk,) t 2a,.ai f a,. + a; + I if n is even, 
(vii) For I = I,..., n, 
((n rln jz),Vv Xj<j) = <srg;3 Xk;) + 2a,aj + a,. t a, $- 1 $’ n is odd 
= (Srb!?j, Xkj) + k,U; + U, t- a; (f rz is eren. 
Proof. Let .x1 and x2 denote representatives of the conjugacy classes of 
P in G. Equations (1.12) and (1.18) imply that (irl(x,i)=cCr+~:~l~ 
/ii,(+~,i)=~ifaj and .4k,(xj)=ck+~j for j= 1.2. Equation (1.19) implies 
that 4,,Ai,(xl) -- /i,,/iil(xz) = (a, - a&(~,. f ci $ a, + a?) = (oi -- a:) 
(c, f ci --- I). Equations (1.12), (1.18), and (1.211) imply that /lug:= 
c, + az and 4,,(x,) = c, + a, for u = i and k. It follows that /i,,/l,,(x,) - 
n,,-4i*(xz) = (c, t a,)(c; t nz) - (c, + az)(c; t Ulj =: (r; - c,)(a; -- cY2) and 
Ap2(x1j --/I&,) = -(a, - q). 
A,.,/ii, and 4,.i/ii2 are linear combinations of characters in U,. If 
TE Uk -- {nk, ,/ik2 1, then ;T(.u,) = T(x,). Therefore, (oi - CI?)(C, f ci - 1) := 
n,.,Aj,(X,)--l,~Aj~(X?) = uI(A&(xl) - Akl(wr*)) f L1~(A~?(x~)--n,,(x,))~ 
(ui -- u~)(Ix, --(x2). Now U, # ~1~ implies (i). A similar computation shows 
that 4,,/liz(x,) - /i,,ni,(x,) = (We - wJ(a, -- CY?). Therefore, (ci-c,.) 
(a: -- uz) q = (w, - wz)(o, - 02) so that (ii) is proved. 
If w E C-.-Z, then w has a unique representation as w = xz.j. where 
XE P and 1 <j<s. It follows that A,,(W) = I,u,(z.I’)(c, $ (;-! w!)” ix)). 
Moreover, A;,(w) - A;*(w) = u/;(zj)((A, lyly (x) -- jAz’J/l)~y (x)), and 
/I,!(W) -I- 4,,(~?) = y/,(z,j)(2c, - 1). Equations (1.13) and (l.i7) imply that 
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y ~,l(~1>(~l(~v)-~i2(~‘)>(~kI(~) +Ak*(M!)) 
c*z 
= (2c, - 1) INI ((A, ‘y’)“,, (A, ‘y,y - (&‘/q). 
Since Ai, --(ii* vanishes off conjugates of C-Z and C - Z is a TI set, we 
obtain (ci,,Ai, -/i,.,/iiZ,Xkm) = dkm((A, ‘y,)“, (EL, v,)” - (&w,)‘l‘). Further, 
(A,,Ail -ArlAiz,Akl +n,J= (2c, - l>((jblv/,>“, (K)“‘- (&WI)“), and 
(/ir,(ii,-(ir,(ii2,7’)=0 if TE l/,-B,. If n is even, then (&I,u,)“= 
(ihv,)‘. If n is odd, then (3Lh~,),’ = Qtih,~,)” for h = 1, 2, where h’ # h. 
Parts (iii)--(v) of the lemma now follow. 
Since xkl is linear, the definition of k implies that Qi vi)” xk, = (,?j~r)x. 
Now ((nj w,.)” (3Lj vi)‘, xk,) = ((l,i w*)‘, (G)‘x~,) = ((Aj ~~)‘v, (Ti t,~,)“) implies 
((;ljW,)" (njVi>"? Xk[) = l if n is even 
=o if n is odd. (1.23) 
Similarly ifj #j’, then ((lU,i~r),V (3L,jl I,vJ.“~ xk,) = ((l,ju/,)“, (Ij, ly,)“). Therefore, 
we obtain 
(tnj’Yr>” Cn,jf Wi)“‘r Xkl) = O if n is even 
= 1 if n is odd. (1.24) 
Equation (1.18) implies that 
(ArjAij)M = (gr + (U, + l)(njW,)” + U,(A,j, W,)“)(~i + Qi(Aj, l//i)” 
+ (ai + l)(A,j~i)“)” 
The product of a linear character and a nonlinear irreducible character is a 
nonlinear irreducible character. Therefore, (1.23) and (1.24) imply (vi). If 
.i #j’, then (1.18) implies that (/‘rjAij,):v = (Sr + (U, + 1)(3LjW~)‘Y + 
u,(ij,w,)“)(s”, + u,(~~w~),’ + (ui + l)(l,i,~i)M). Therefore, (1.23) and (1.24) 
imply (vii). 
2 
Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2). Let Z = (z), where iZ/ = s. Let E be a 
primitive sth root of unity. We choose notation so that w,(z) = si--’ for 
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j z j = I..... , s. We may thus assume /i = A,, . Note that n z! = /l;, if and only 
ifs = 1. Equality (1.1) and Lemma 1.3 imply that A(,!) == n Y b = ~1 -t h2. 
I-hypothesis (2, i, k) is satisfied if G satisfies Hypothesis (2), i is an integer 
such that vi is algebraically conjugate to wz, and k is defined by qf:, = ICI; ‘iii. 
Tn this case, the exceptional characters in Ri are algebraical!y conjugate to 
those in B1: ai = u2 = 0: b = bz = hi. cz = ci. and the characters in Si arc 
algebraicaily conjugate to those in S,. 
Assume Hypothesis (2. i: k) for the rest of this section. We wili show that 
b I= 1 (Proposition 2.1 below) and will find the decomposition of /fTi(ii! and 
A2,Ai2 (Lemma 2.5 below). 
Define A, = {,X,, E B,\d,, > O}, C, = (X,, E B, i d,, < O!. This 
generalizes the definition in the proof of Lemma 1.3, except that now we 
allow 1,; E.n! I 
We follow the notation of Lemma 1.5, with r = 2. Thus. ((i?,/l I: f /f,,i) = u,; 
and (/1?, n ii7 IIk,i) = ~1,~ for j = 1, 2. At this stage, u,; and ;v,~ are functions of i 
(or k), but there is no need to so indicate. Lemma 1.5(ii) and (iii) imply that 
u,-u,=2b- 1 and w , = w2 . (2.1) 
Suppose n is even. Lemma lS(vi) implies that for j = l...., n.: 
(tii +u,)~~,~<(S,S”,,X~~)+ 1. If k- 1 (i.e., i=Z?), then l,clnz:/ii, implies 
that 1 + (a1 $ uz)b!, < (Srgi,~,,) + 1. It follows that 
(u 
and if k = 1, then 5i = s’, implies that (ST 3;. xi ,) > I’?. whence 
<b* +jS,I- 1: if b,,fO: 
~b2-bi-IS,/~b’$IS,;-l. if b,,==O. 
Furthermore, Lemma 1.5(vii) implies that 2w, bki < (gIgi, xkj) for 1 6-i < ti. 
‘Then 2w, b, = z;=, 2~7, b, < &, (gz gi, xkl) = b;‘. Thus we have (2.2). If YI 
is even, then 
(u, +u,jb,~bZi-$,I, 
<b* +jS,I-- 1: if k= 1. (2.2) 
and 211~~6, < b2. 
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Suppose n is odd. Lemma 1.5(vi), (vii) imply that (u, + u2) b,i< 
(l?2$j,xkj) and 2147,b,<(,!?,9~~~&+ 1 for 1 <j<n. If k= 1, then 
1, ~n~,/l,. So the argument of the above paragraph yields (2.3). If n is 
odd, then 
2w,b,<b*+(S,I 
,<b*+lS,I- 1: if k= 1, and (2.3) 
(ul + u,) b, < b’. 
-- 
Let R = A2,Ak,. Then (R,AT)= (/l,,~ikl,/iil)= (/lzIAil,A~lj=U~ and -- 
(R,~it)=(~2,/ikl,(li2)=((iZ,~i2,/ikl)=)~,. Lemma lS(vi), (vii) imply 
that (R.,x;j) = (f2gs,,x,-i) + ak + 1 for 1 <j< n; hence 
This proves 
(u,+w,)b<b,b+(b,-Ck+1)IS21fbkb+(b,<-C,+l)b. (2.4) 
Assume n is even. Then Lemma 1.5(iv) and (2.1) imply that 
2b - I + 2u, = u1 f u, = W, + M!~ + 2c, - 1 = 2~, + 2c, - I. It follows that 
w,=b-c,+u,.Therefore,u,+w,=2b-I +u,tM?,=36+2U,-ck-1. 
Inequality (2.4) implies 3b + 22~~ - ck - 1 = u, + w, < 26, - ck t 1. It 
follows that 
2b, > 36 + 2u, - 2, if n is even. (2.5) 
Now (2.5) and (2.2) imply that 
(36 + 2uz - 2)(b t u? - 1) < 2b,(b f u2 - 1) 
=(U, tU,- l)b,< 
\b’- 1, if k=l 
lb’ otherwise. 
Therefore. 
If n is even, 
3b2 t 5u, b - 5b + 2(u, - I)* < 1;: - ’ (2.6) 
It follows that 2b2 -t 5u,b - 5b < 0, whence 2 + 5u, - 5 < 0. Therefore. 
u> = 0. Let k= 1. Then‘(2.6) yields 2b2 - 5b + 3 < 0. Thus b = 1. 
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Still assuming n is even, let k be arbitrary in Hypothesis (2, i, k). Now 
(2.5) and 14, = 0 yield 2b, > 1, so that b, > 0. Further, (2.2) implies that 
2w, b, < b2 = 1, hence w, = 0. 
.4ssume it is odd. Then Lemma lS(iv and (2.1) imply that 2b - i + 2zr, :I: 
24, $u~=w, -t wz-2c,+ 1 =2rv,-2c,+ 1. It follows that H?: = 
b + ck + u2 -- 1. Therefore, 
u1 4- ck = w, + b and u, -i wi = 2w, + b - Ck. (2.7) 
Suppose that b > 1 and IS,\ < b. Then (2.4) and (2.7) imply tha.t 
(2w, + b - ck) b = (u, + w,)b<b,b+(b,-c,$ l)b. We obtain 2w,+b-- 
ck < 2b, -- ck. It follows that 2b, > 2w, + b. Now (2.3) implies that 
(24 + 26 - 1) ( 2’v’2+ b ) < (u, + u?) b, < b’. 
Kence b > 1 implies that W, = u2 = 0. Then (2b - i) 6, = (u, + u2) b, < b’ 
by (2.3). This implies that b, ,< b/2 (since b > 1). Equation (2.7) implies that 
c,, = b - u , = -b + 1. However? (2.4) and IS,! <b - 1 yield that 
(2b - 1) b = (u! .t wl) b < b,b + (b, - ck i I) IS,1 < b”j2 f (3b/2)(b - 1). I; 
follows that 2b - 1 < b/2 A- (3/2)(b - 1) = 2b - 3/2, a contradiction. 
Therefore: i Sz / = b = j Si’ . 
Now gz = ‘&, xzj and si = &i xit Thus, x2j??i has b different constituents 
xkr for all xzj E S,. It follows that (S2~i, x~,~) < b for 1 <j < IZ. If 0,; f 0 for 
some j, then Lemma 1.5(vi) implies that (2b - 1) b,i ,< (u[ t- u2) 6, < 
(s’i$i,xkj) < b. Then 26 - 1 < b implies that b = 1. If b, = 0 then (2..4) 
implies that 2, $ pi < -ck + 1. Therefore U, + ck < 1 -- w, . Then (2.7) 
yields w i $ b < 1 - w, . Therefore, wi > 0 implies that b == 1. 
We su.mmarize our results so far in 
PR~PO~IT~~N 2.1. If G satisfies HJlpothesis (2), then b = i. Furthermore, 
$fIypothesis (2, i; k) holds and n is even, then u2 :- 0 = w, = w2) u: -= 1: and 
b, > 0. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If G satisfies HMvpothesis (2), then iZ/ divides n -+ 1. 
hi = Z x UP, where UP is a Frobenius group and U = (uj is cyclic qf order 
n. 
ProoJ The first statement follows from Corollary 1.4(ii) and the fact 
that A, = (n + 1) w2, v/2 a faithful linear character of cyclic %. For the rest: 
simply let [I be the group generated by the n-part of a pre-image in N of a 
generator of N/C. 
Let U = (u) be as in Corollary 2.2. Corollary 2.2 implies we may choose 
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notation so that (&,)(jp = 1, for 1 < i < s, and is,, = 1,. If n is even, let xi2 
be chosen so that xi2(u) = -1. Proposition 2.1 implies (i,V = (I., vz)” + x2,. for 
some r. Let c( be a primitive n th root of unity. Then (A, t,u& = 0 implies 
det@, v/?)N (u) = (I~(~-‘)“. Corollary 1.4 and det /1(u) = u”(+ ‘““x,,(u) 
imply that 
X2r =x21 if n is odd 
x22 if n is even. (2-V 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume HJ,pothesis (2, i, k). 
(i) If n is even, then b, = 1 + a,+. 
(ii) If n is odd, then either b, = 1 = u, > w, = ck and u2 = 0, or b, = 0. 
ProoJ (i) If n s even, then Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 1.5(iv) imply 
that 1 = u1 + u2 - w, - w2 = 2c, - 1. Hence 1 = ck = b, - ak. 
(ii) If n is odd, then (2.3) and. Proposition 2.1 imply that b, < 
(u, + u2) b, < 1. If 6, = 1, then u, + u2 = I, hence uz = 0, u, = 1. Also, (2.3) 
implies that 2w, = 2wF1 b, ,< 1 + b, = 2, so w, < 1. Now (2.7) implies that 
1 + ck = w, + 1, hence ck = w,. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume Hypothesis (2, i, k). Then the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
6) (@21/111)X- Xkj) = l if n is odd and j = 1 
=o $ n is odd and j > 1 
= 2 if n is even andj = I 
=l if n is even andj > 1. 
(ii) ((A21Ai*):V5 Xk,i) = 2 IY n is odd andj = 1 
= 1 if n is odd andj > 1 
= 1 if n is even andj = 1 
=o if n is even and j > 1. 
(iii) LetX,,EA,. Then d,,= 1. Moreover, (~Zl~il,Xkm)=O ifn is 
odd and (A,,Ai2, X,,) = 0 ifn is even. 
(iv) Let K={TiTEU,--BB, and (AzlAil, T) +O)* If f- is 
nonempty: then k = 1 and & = {T}, where T(1) =q and (A,,Ai,, T)= 1. 
Moreover, b, = 0 if n is odd. 
Proof: (i)-(ii). Proposition 2.1 and (2.8) imply that s”, gi = xk,. Parts 
(i), (ii) now follow from Lemma 1.5. 
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(iii) Assume X,, E -4,. Let d = (Az,Ai2:Xkmj if n is odd and 
d:= (A2,Ai,, X,,) if n is even. Lemma l.S(iii) implies that d > dktn > !. IS 
Xkrn = 1 G then d = 1; hence d,,,, = 1. So we may assume XLnz Z 1 G. Then 
Corollary 1.4 implies that e,lrk > 1. Equation (1.13) implies that J”,:, = emk t- 
d,, > 2. Parts (i) and (ii) imply that dfrnk, < 2 and dfigki < i if j > 1. So if 
d > 1 then d = 2, V&k, = 1 and fmti = 0 if j > 1. Hence: II’,:, = !. This 
contradicts tic-k -> 2. Therefore, d = d,, = 1. Lemma i.S(iii) now implies that 
(A21Ai1,X,,)-0 ifn is odd and (A,,Aii2,Xkn)=0 ifn is even. 
(iv) Assume 8- is nonempty, and let T E 5. Since T vanishes on 
tJZ - %, T(1) =f,.q? where fi = G (T,V, xkj). Lemma 1.5(vj implies that 
(,4,Ji,, Tj == (Az,Ai2. T). Therefore, (i) and (ii) imply t.hat 
It follows that d = (T}: where T( 1) = q. Moreover, J;- -_ (T, : ;lk: ) = 
(A2,AiJ, 7’) = 1. N ow T(z) = 96, where S” = 1. Rut 1 = det T(z) = hii by 
Corollary i.4. Hence 6= 1: SO k= 1. AISO (r,,.,zrij=l =(Az,Ai,, T)=- 
(Az,AizT T). Now u, > 0 by (2.1). Then if n is odd, .Aii + ~-cA,,A;, and (ij 
impiy that 6, = 0. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assuine Hypothesis (2, i, k) is satisfied. Let 
d = {T] 7’~ r/, -B, and (A,,Ai, , 7’) # 0). Then one of the,following hoids: 
(I) (i) FW f #, hence k = 1 and K = ( Ti witi? T(l) =: q. 
(iij X,,,(l) = 2(n + l)for all X,, f 1, in /ii:. 
(iii) X,,(l) = -2d,,,n for all X,, E (3:. 
(iv> n,,n,~=~X,,,,-t-T+n,,: 
A , 
with A,,(l) = n i- 1. $’ n is eze?i, 
= ” -d,,X,, + T-i- (1 -ci)A!! -- ciAi,, 
‘;-; 
with A,,(l) = (1 - 2c,) n, if .n is odd. 
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(II) (i) d = 4. 
(ii) X,,( 1) = 2 (n + 1) for all X,, f 1, in A,, except that when 
k = 1 and Ak,(l) # 3n + 2, there is one X,3 E A, with X,,(l) = 4n + 3. 
If n is even, then 
(iii) X,,,,(l) = -2d,,,gz for all X,, E C,, except that there is one 
X,,EC, withX,,(1)=4n+ 1. 
Civ> n*lnil = CAkXkm +Akl~ with A,,(l) = n + 1, or perhaps 
3n$2ifk=1.A,,Ai2=CCk-dkmXk,n. 
If n is odd and b, > 0, then b, = 1, ck = 0 or 1, and 
(iii) X,,( 1) = -2d,,n for all X,, E C,. 
(iv) A2,Ai,=x--ddkmXkm+Ak,, 
ck 
with Akl(l) = (3 - 2c,) n + 1. 
~*l~i*=~xkm+Ck(~kl+~k2)’ 
.4& 
If n is odd and 6, = 0, then 
(iii) X,,(I) = - 2d,,n for all X,, E C,, except that there is one 
X,, E C, with X,,(l) = 4n + 1. 
ProoJ: Let 
s =A*lAjl 3 if n is even, 
= A*,Aiz, if n is odd. 
Then Lemma lS(iii), (iv), Proposition 2.1, and Lemma 2.4(iii) imply that 
S=~,,f~(s,~~~+~~(S~X,,,)Xkm+~~Xkmr if n is even. 
P’ CZk ,lk (2.9)* 
= w,(A,, +A& + x (S, T) T-t c (S,X,,)X,,n + xXXkrn, if n is odd. 
;r (‘A .A 4 
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Let 6 = & (S, T)(T,v, C;:-, xkj). Lemma 2.46~) implies that 6 = 0 inless 
li = 1 and S = {T} with T(1) = q and (SF T> = 1 = (T,, I,;-, xc:). Lemma 
2.4(i), (ii) yieid (S,, Cj”_, xki) = 12 + 1. Since d,, = ! for all X,, E A,: it. 
fO!lOWs from (2.9) that 
n t 1 = Lf*,, + 6 f 1 (S, X,,).f,,, 




if n is even, 
if n is odd. 
(2.10) 
Recalling that S(1) = (n + l)‘, we compare the total degree of all the 
irreducible constituents of S, which do not have P in their kernel with the 
sum of the analogous numbers for each constituent of S in (2.9). to obtain 
(n + I)* - (n + 1) = 1 26~,~~n + 2~6 + 1: (S, X,,) 2ne,,h 
A k (‘I; 
+ pa,+ I>% 
I 
if 11 is even. 
2tv,(2a, -t 1) n, if n is odd. 
Therefore, we have 
n + 1 = 1 2emh + 26 + 2 (S, X,,) 2emk 
.4r Ck 
I 
2a, + 1, 
+ 2w,(2a, + l), 
if n is even, 
if n is odd. 
(2. i 1) 
Then (2.10) and (2.11) yield 
= 1 2emh +26 + g (ST xh,) 2e,,,k 
A k 1. 
t- 
I 
2ah + 1, if n is even, 
2w,(h, + I), if II is odd. 
Now enrh > 0 for all Xkrn # 1, in A, by Corollary 1.4. Since each J,rk := 
e n,h -t dkrn = emk i- 1, we have 
> pm, -- 1, ( 1 if /<=I. (2.13) 
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For each X,, E C,, fmk = emk + dkm < emkF and emk > 0. Thus, 
(S: Xd 2% > (ST Xk,,,Mnk and 
1 (S, X,,> 2emk 2 2 + 2 6% XkAnlk v if any (S, X,,) > 0. (2.14) 
Ck c k 
Also, Lemma 2.3 implies that 
2a, + 1 > b,, hence 2w,(2a, + 1) > 2w,b,. (2.15) 
If (S, X,,) > 0 for any Xk,n E C,, then adding inequalities (2.13), (2.14), 
(2.15), and 26 > d will contradict (2.12). Therefore, 
(ST x/d = 0 for all X,, E C,. (2.16) 
Let 
w=A21Aiz1 if n is even, 
=AZLAil, if n is odd. 
Then Lemma l.S(iii), (iv), (v). Proposition 2.1, (2.9) and (2.16) imply that 
W=; (S, T) T-x dkmXkm, 
(‘1. 
if n is even, 
= (1 + uz)A,, + u,Akz +x (S, T) T-x dkmXk,,,, if n is odd. 
z (‘h (2.17) 
Lemma 2.4 implies that (W,, x,7... , xkj) = 1. Thus (2.17) yields 
if 0 is even, 
= (1 + 2~2) b, + 6 -x 4mfm~, 
c’k 
if n is odd. (2.18) 
Suppose 6 = 1. Then k = 1 by Lemma 2.4, and conclusion (I)(i) holds. 
Now (2.12), (2.13), (2.15) and (2.16) imply that C!,, 2enl, = -1 + c,I,x,, 
and either 2a, + I = b, ) or perhaps W, = 0 if IZ is odd. Then f,, = e,n, t- 1 
yields that C,, , e,, = IA I I - 1, hence that e,, = 1 for all X,,n # 1, in A,. 
Thus (I)(ii) holds. 
Equation (2.18) and 6 = 1 imply that xc, d,,f,, = 0, hence f,r = 0 for 
all X,, E C,. Since e,, =fm, - d,,, conclusion (I)(iii) follows. 
If n is even, then 2a, + 1 = b, = a, + 1, from the above argument and 
Lemma 2.3. Thus a, =O, 6, = 1: and hence /1rr(l)= n + 1. Conclusion 
(I)(iv) now follows in this case from (2.9), (2.16) and (2.17). 
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Ifrz is odd, then (2.18) and 6= 1 imply that b,=O. Since 2~~ i- 1 #D,, it 
follows from above that w, = 0. We have II i ,(l j = (1 + 2ai) n -t b, = 
(1 - 2c,j 11. Also, (2.7) implies that U, = w, f b - c! = 1 --c,. So (I)(iv) 
follows in this case as well: from (2.9), (2.16) and (2.17). 
Suppose for the rest of the proof that 6 = 0, Then (II)(i) holds, Now 
(2.121, (2.13), (2.15) and (2.16) imply 
One of the following holds: 
(ai x 2emk = )JYnk 9 
4 k A k 
b, = 2a, + 1 if n is even, 
2~1-1, h, = 21u,(2a, + i) if tz is odd; 
01 
(bj k = 1: n is even, \‘ 2e,,, = -1 + ‘,,:&: 
-, 
h, =: 2ni. (2.19) 
If IZ is even, (2.18) implies that -Cc, d,,f,, = i. Thus there is one 
X,, E C, with Jsk = 1 = -d,,, and fmk = 0 for all other Xk,, E C,. Then 
efik =.fEn - d,,i = 2, so X,,( 1) = 4n + 1. Also, X,(!,,( 1) = .--2dk,,, 12 for all 
other Xk,,, E C,. Therefore, (II)(iii) holds (for n even). 
Suppose (2.19b) holds. Then as in the case 6 - 1. we have E,!~: = 1 for all 
Xi,,+ 1, in A,. Thus X,,,,(l) = 2(n $- lj for all X,, f I,. and (lIj(ii) 
foliows. Since n is even, 2a, = b, = I + a, by Lemma 2.3. Thus a, = 1, 
h,-2 and ni,(1)=3n+2. Then (II)@) (f or 12 even) follows from i2.9), 
(2.1’6) and (2.17). 
Suppose n is even and (2.19a) holds. Lemma 2.3 implies that 2a,, -f- 1 = 
b, =: uk f 1, hence rzI, = 0, 6, = 1 and /i,, = (n + 1 j. Now (11)(k) (for I: 
even) follows again from (2.9), (2.16) and (2.17). 
If (2.19a) holds, with II odd or even, then the equations x.,!, 2~,,~ = 7‘ ~ L-q ,,JN/< 
and J:,~,~ = e,, + 1 imply that x,,, emk = iA,I. Since emk > 0 unless Xkrri =: I,, 
we have that. either k > 1 and emk = 1 for all X,,,, E A kl Or k = 1~ I?*~ = 2 ftii 
some X - E A A. m kT and emk = 1 for all Xk,,, E Ak such that Xkm i X,,; and 
Xk,n f 1,. So (II) holds. whether n is even or odd. Aiso. (IT) is now 
established when 0 = 0 and tz is even. 
hssume that n is odd and 6, > 0. Then 6, = 1 =: U, : IA? = 0, and 
0 < L:!: = )c:i < 1 by Lemma 2.3. Since ak = 1 - ck. (IT)(ivj rbliows. Hy (2.iSj. 
r .I!I!k = 0 for ail Xknr E C,, so that (II)(iii) holds. 
Assume that II is odd and 6, = 0. Then (2.18) impiies thatLjj, = 1 = --digzck 
for some X,, E C,, and fiPlk = 0 for all oth.er Xk,ii E C,. Then (II)(iii j 
follows.. Now/ (2.19a) and b, = 0 imply that *vi = 0. Then 1 -+ 2uz == 
K, + u:? -- 2w, = --2c, .-l- 1 by L.emma 1 S(iv). So ii1 = -c&, and (TIjjiv) 
holds. Lemma 2.5 is proved. 
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3 
Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2). The notation is the same as that in 
Section 2. Our goal in this section is to show that if n is even then IZI = 1 
(Proposition 3.3 below), and if n is odd then IZ’ = 2 (Proposition 3.6). 
Let x,: x2 denote representatives of the conjugacy classes of elements of 
P in G. If /z is odd, we may choose x2 = x;‘. For i = I,..., s, Eqs. (1.12) and 
(1.18)~(1.20) imply that xj=r ni,i(-ul)/iij(Xz)= (Ci + ~I)(ci + a2) + (Ci + ~1) 
(ci + (r,) = 2cf - 2ci + 2u, aI. Equation (1.21) implies that 
;- A ..(x )Aii(X2) = 2cj - 2ci - n 
- Y 1 if n iseven 
j-l 
= 2cf - 2ci + n + 1 if n is odd. 
If n is odd, then C,f=. , Am = (ci + u,)’ + (ci + a?)’ = 24 - 2ci + ~1: + cxi. 
Since x, is not conjugate to x; ‘, ai + cxi =--n. It follows that 
-j$, A gx,> = 2cf - 2ci - n. 
If iz is even, let 
Ri= x dfm((XimlP~ lP) ’ /1ij(xl>IIii(x2)((/iij)P, lP) 
Xim(l) 
+z 
.4 iuci j=1 Uij(l)> . 
The previous paragraph implies that 
Ri= x &mfmi 
AiUCi xim(l) 
If n is odd, let 
Ti= x dfm((Xirn)l;,J, It.:,>) + 
AiUCi xim(1) 
Let 
+ (2cf - 2ci - 12) bi 
nil(1) . 
(3.1) 
vi= y dfm((Xim)t:P, lc,) + G A$(Xl)((Ai,j)l.,~, 1,:,) 
A i uci xim(1> ’ J-l Ai,j(l) ’ 
The previous paragraph implies 
Ti= \’ ~ dfmfmil + (2~; - 2Ci + n + 1) b/l 
.A&i xim(l > Ail(‘> 
and 
vi= J’ 
dab f*i, + (2cf - 2ci - n) bi, 
.4TCi xim( l) Ail(1> ’ 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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Equation (2.15) of 131 implies that even if IZ is even, then CVEP c~:,~~,?. = 
(1 Gi q/s*q*) (c,;-. 1 R J. If n is odd, then CYEL:,, c,+~,~ = (/G I q$s’q” j 
El-_ I TJ and .FyErJIa c~~,,~,,,~ = (I GI qn/s’q*) (Cf= 1 V,). Therefore, we obtain 
if n is even, 
z, Ti>O if n is odd? 
LEMMA 3.1. If G satisfies Hypothesis (2, i? k) k > 1 I and n is wen, then 
R, = n/2(n + 1) f l/(412 + 1) - n/(n + 1 j. 
Proof. If Hypothesis (2, i, k) holds with k > 1, and n is even, then 
Lemma 2.5 (Il)(iij, (iii) and (iv) imply that 1:,1, (dimfmk/Xkm( I)) = 
CAk (2/2(n + 1)) = iA,I/(n + l), Cc, (d&Jmk/X& 1)) =: l/(411 + 1): and 
II,= 1, ck= 1, /l,,(l) = n + 1. Then [8, (1.6) 1 says that 
n = Lkdc, d,,f,,+(2c,-l)b,=21A,I-l+l; hence JA,i=n/2. Now 
(3.1 j yields that R, = n/2(n -I- 1) + 1/(4n f 1) - n/(,n + l), 
LEMMA 3.2. If G satisfies Hypothesis (2), !ZI > 1, and n is ecen, theft 
R, = 1 + (n - 2)/2(n + 1) + 1/(4n + 1) - 2n/(3n $- 2). 
Pruoj: Hypothesis (2, 2, 1) holds. Since IZ; > 1, the minimaiity of I G; 
implies that A, ,(I) # n + 1. Then conclusion (II) of Lemma 2.5 must hold, 
with ,41,(1j = 3n + 2: b, = 2, c, = 1. Also, 
and 
Now IS, (1.6)1 yields I?=X~,~~, dlrnfm, + (2c, - 1) 6, = 1 .t 2(IA, 1 - 1) -- 
1 + 2 = 2 iA, 1, so jA, 1 = n/2. Now (3.1) implies R, = 1 + (n - 2)/2(n $ !) + 
1/(4n + 1) -’ 2n/(3n + 2). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If G satisJes Hypothesis (2) and y1 is even. then 
IZi = 1. 
Proqf: If /ZI = s > 1 and n is even, then Corollary 2.2 implies ,s is odd. 
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Therefore, I+Y~(z) = E * is a primitive sth root of unity. Hence, v, is 
algebraically conjugate to v2 and Hypothesis (2, 2, 3) is satisfied. Note 3 & 1 
(mod s). Then B, and B, are algebraically conjugate sets, and Rz = R,. 
Lemma 2S(II)(iii) implies that C,, and hence Cz, contains a character X of 
degree 4n + 1. Corollary 1.4 implies I = det X(z) = cJrlT’. Hence, Corollary 
2.2 implies s 1 (4n + 1, n + 1)13. It follows that s = 3. Now R, = R,: (3.4) 
and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 imply that 
O<R,+R,+R,=l+ 
n-2 1 2n 
2(n+1)+ 
___- 




3n-2 3 2n 2n 
2(n+ 1) +------ 4n + 1 3n + 2 n+l 
2n 
-n+l- 
It follows that n < 14. Corollary 1.4 implies n = 12. However, 121 = 3 and 
Corollary 2.2 imply (n, 3) = 1. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume G satisj?es Hypothesis (2, i, k) and n is odd. Then 
(2c:-2c,+n+ l)b,, > 
ffk,U) 
T 
k, if k>l, 
and 
> T,- 1, if k= 1, 
t2+ 2ck- n, bkl > 
Akl(l) 
v 
ky if k>l, 
> vk-1: if k= 1. 









4n 3n+ 1 if k>l, 
> v,-- 1, if k= 1. 
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Proof: Since n is odd: Lemma 2.4(ii), (iii) and Lemma 2.5(I)(iv), (TT)(iv! 
imply that C,,,d~mf;nkl=~n~fmk,~((/i2,Ai?,Xk:)~2. If X,c,EAic. 
x,, z- l,, then Lemma 2S(I)(ii): (II) yield that d:,;EJ;,ki/Xk,,r(l) < 
.[,,lki/2(n f 1). Therefore 
Lemma 2.5(I)(iii), (II)(iii) imply that EC, (d~mJmk,,/Xk,.Jl j) 6 1/(4;i $ 1). 
Since l/(n + 1) + 1/(4n + I) < l/n + lj4n = 5,!4n, the first :wo inequalities 
follow from (3.2) and (3.3). 
If vk is not faithful on 2 and b, > 0, then the minimality of ;G j, for G 
satisfying Hypothesis (l), implies that Ak,(l) # n + 1. Then Lemma 
2.5(I)(iv) and (II) imply that A,, (1) = 3n + 1. ck = 0 and b, = bk, = I. 
The last two inequalities now follow from the first. 
LEMMA 3.5. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2j: n is odd, and I%j > 1. 
Then V, < 4/n - n/(n + 1). 
ProoJ Hypothesis (2, i, I) is satisfied with i = 2, ;iii = Azr ~ /liz = ~1~~ , 
and v, is not faithful on Z. Then A 1, (1) # n $ i, by minimality of 1 G 1, so 
Lemma 2.5(I)(iv), (II) imply that A ,1( lj = (1 - 2c,) n or 3n + 1, 
WI = Iv* = 0, I42 = -c,: u, = 1 --c,. It follows that (A !. ,.4! i , A I?) := _._.- _ 
(&IA?*? n,,) = (A21Ai,, n,2) = u2 = -ci? and (AZ,Ai2. A,,) == 
(~*,.4~?.~,~j=(*l~,~~,,n,,)=u,= 1 -C!. ‘Then Lemma 1 .S(iiij implies 
Az,A,lz; - d&‘zm - c,A,z- 
(3.5j 
Assume b, > 0. Then Lemma 2.5 implies that b! -= j, c: = 0 and ~1, == 1. 
Equation (2.8) says that gls”, =x1,. Therefore. Lemma l.j(vi). (vii) imply 
that ((A,iA,,j,,.,~z,)= 1 +a,=2 and ((/l?,A,,),,.~~,j= I !-rr: -+ l-3. 
Hence (3.5) and bI = b?, = 1 imply that -C,. , dz,,sf,,i,:!, < 2 and 
1 + XII, dlnTJ)rz, < 3. Thus x:c, d:,, J;,?, < 4 and x., i dim.&nz, < 4, IT 
X2:,, E ,~i, U C, then Corollary 1.4 and (I. 13) imply that A’:,,( 1 j > 2~. It 
follows that x:,l,v(.? (d~,,,&,,lX,,,,(l)) < 8j2n =4,/a Since b2 == bzi = c, = 1, 
(3.3j implies that 
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If 6, =O, then a, =-c,. Lemma 1.5(vi), (vii) imply that 
((~,,~,,):~~%z,)=~, =--cl and ((A,,n,,),.,z2,)=a, + 1 = 1 -c,. Now 
b, = b2, = 1 and (3.5) imply that -Cc, dz,,f,z, = 0 = C,,,dz,,,S,,,I,. Then 
(3.3) implies 




n+l n n+l 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Assume that G satisfies Hypothesis (2) and n is odd. 
Then \Z1=2 and b, =O. 
Proof. Let Z = (z>. If wi( ) z and vj(z) are both primitive dth roots of 
unity, where dis, then vi and wi are algebraically conjugate characters. It 
follows that the characters in Bi and Bj are algebraically conjugate by an 
automorphism which fixes the qrzth roots of unity so that Ti = ri and 
vi = yi. 
If II is odd and !Z: = 1, then Hypothesis (2,2, 1) holds with b, = 1 = c, . 
Lemma 2.3 implies that u’, = c, = 1. But (2.3) implies 2 = 2u:, 6, < 
6’ + 1 S, ) - 1 = 1: a contradiction. 
Therefore, IZI = s > 1. Lemma 2.3 implies that b, = 1 or 0. Thus 6, = b,, . 
Lemma 3.4 now implies the following: 






11 + 1 
T, < I+-&+--- 
3n + 1 
if b,=l 
<l+-& if 6, =O. (3.6) 
Let s, be the smallest prime dividing s. We will show s, = s. Assume 
s, ( s, and let i = s, . Then wi(z) = c”,-‘. The minimality of s, implies that vi 
is algebraically conjugate to wz. Let k = s, + 1, so vy, vi = ,+Y~ and 
Hypothesis (2, i, k) holds. Moreover, 1 ker ,,ukj = s, so that v/k is not faithful 
on Z. Thus (i,,(l)#n + 1: by the minimality of ICI. The definition of s, 
implies k f 1 (mods). 
If b, # 0, then Lemma 2.5(II)(iv) implies that (ik,( 1) = 3n + 1. Corollary 
1.4 implies that dct nk, = 1, = det A,, . It follows that (s/s,) 1 (3n + 1, 
n + 1) = 2. Therefore, s = 4 and k= 3. Lemma 3.4 implies V, < 5/4n - 
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n/(3n t 1 j. Since ~1~ = W,, V, = V,. Lemma 3.5 implies that V, f Y? < 
2(4/n - n/(n + I)). So by (3.6), 
O&v,<1+$+2 4-L 
( ) 
5 17 -- 
I- ;=, n n+l +4n- 3n+ 1 
=1.21 2n 2n :! 
+ 2n 
-- &< I +$-- -_--- 
n+l n t- 1 3n f 3 
_1+21- 7n 
2n 3n+ 
This implies n < 10, which contradicts 4 #p. 
Therefore, s # s, implies b, = 0. Lemma 2.5(Il)(iii) implies there is a 
character X,, of degree 4n + 1. Det X,,?(z) = 1 implies (s/s,) 1 (4n $- 1, 
II t 1)13. It follows that s = 6 or 9. If s = 9 then k = 4. Now I,U, = z implies 
I’, = V,. Since b, = 0, Lemma 3.4 implies V, < 5/4n. For i = 2, 3, 5, 6, S: 9, 
~i(zj is a primitive 9th root of unity; hence vi = VI. Lemma 3.5, an.d 
inequalities (3.4) and (3.6) imply that 0 < xJ.z, Vj < 1 + 3(5/4n) i- 6(4/j? -- 
nj(n -t I jj. Then n < 7, a contradiction to q fp. 
If b, = 0 and s = 6, then k = 3. Let z2 be the element of order two in 2. 
-Then )lyEPcl~x,,x2~2.~~ = (I G1/6~9’) qn(T, - Tz $ 7‘,- ‘s, + Ts -fc6). Tt 
follows that T, + 1-j -t ir, > ?:_ + T4 + T,. Now vs = wj and v6 = w2 implies 
that T, = TS and Tz = T6. Equation (3.2) implies Td > 0. Therefore: we 
obtain T, + 2T, > 2T, + T4 > 2T,. Since b, z 0, Lemma 3.4 implies that 
2; < 5/4n. Inequality (3.6) implies that T, < 1 -+ 5j4n $ (n + 1)/(3n $ 1 j. 
Equation (3.2) and c2 = b, = b,, = 1 imply I; > (2~: -- 2c, f r’l + 1) b2!/ 
A,,(l) = (n + l)/(n + 1) = 1. It follows that 1 + 5/4n t (n + 1)/(3n f 1) -: 
2(5/4rzj > T, t- 2T, > 2T2 > 2. Thus n < 6, which is again a contradiction. 
Therefore, /ZI = s, where s is a prime. It follows that Vi = VI for 
i == 2,..., s. Lemma 3.5 and (3.6) imply x,:=, Vi < 1 t 5/4n t (S -- 1) 
(4/n - n,/(n + 1)). Inequality (3.4) and n > 171 (from Corollary 1.4) now 
imply s =: 2.. If b, = 1 then Lemma 3.5, (3.6) and (3.4) imply 0 < I’, -t Vz < 
1 + 5j4n - n/(3n $- 1) + 4/n - n/(n -t 1). This contradicts n > 171. There- 
fore if n is odd, then /ZI = 2 and b, = 0. 
Propositions 3.3 and 3.6 imply that Hypothesis (2, i, kj only exists for 
k = 1 (and i = 2 = 2). These results, along with conclusion (II) of Lemma 
2.5. immediately yield a sharper version of Lemma 2.5: as follows: 
LEMMA 3.7. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2). Let F- = (T j T’E 
ui -H, and (A;,, 7’) # O}. Then one of the following holds: 
(I) (Exact/y as stated in Lemma 2.5). 
(II) (i) d- = 0. 
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(ii) There is some Xl,; E A, with X,,?(l) = 4n + 3, and 
X,,Al) = 2(n + 1l.l brallX,,,EA, withX,,#l,;,X,,,,#X,rir. 




with A,,(l)=n + 1, if n is even, 
=~--,,X,,+(l-c,)/i,,-c,/i,z, 
c‘l 
with /1,,(1)=(1 -2c,)n, if n is odd. 
AnA = 2 - dm,X,,~ ly n is even: 
if n is odd. 
LEMMA 3.8. If G satisfies Hypothesis (2), then n 2 24. 
Proof: Assume n < 24, then Corollary 1.4 implies that n = 12 and 
q=25. Proposition 3.3 implies that ]Z]=l. Therefore /1(1)=/1,,(l)= 
n + 1 = 13. Theorem 14.19 161 implies that ]G] ] 13 . 2”. 3h . 7’. 1 Id. 25: 
where a, b, c, d are nonnegative integers. If Lemma 3.7(11) is satisfied, then 
X,,s(1)=4n + 3 =51 implies that 17 ] ]G]. Therefore, Lemma 3.7(I) is 
satisfied. 
Let G,, denote a Sylow 13-subgroup of G; then G,, = (g) and ] G,, ] = 13. 
Assume y has prime order u, where (v, 13) = 1 and y E C,(g); Theorem 
17.4 ] 31 implies that /i(yg) = 0. Since /I is an integer, Theorem 6.4 ] 3 ] 
implies that ~(~)-~(~~g) ~0 (mod 13) and n(y)=n(l) (modu). Now 
(v, 13) = 1 implies that 11(y) # 0. However, ]/i(y): 2 13 contradicts 
Corollary 1.4. Therefore, C,(g) = G,,. Lemma 3.7(I) implies if X,,n E C, , 
then X,,(l)=-d,,24; and A,,A,l=T-xc,d,,X,,. /i*(l)= 169 and 
T(1) = 25 now imply that Cc, di,, = 6. If ] C, I < 6, then there is exactly one 
Xl,,* E C, such that d,, = -2. It follows that Xi, is an integer valued 
character. Now X,,(g) E X,.,(l) (mod 13) = 48 (mod 13) implies that 
I X,,,( g)l > 4. However: 16 <X,,(g)X,,(g) < 13 is a contradiction. 
Therefore, ]C, I = 6. Lemma 3.7(I) now implies there are exactly 6 
irreducible characters of G of degree 24. By studying the principal 13-block 
of G we can show that there is only one class of involutions in G. Conse- 
qucntly the power of 2 in G is 8. Hence G does not satisfy Hypothesis (2). 
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Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2). As before, (i =/i?, if /Z = 2 (when I? 
is odd), and .4 =.A !,=Az, ifjZi=1 jwhenniseven).Letc=G-uU,C”. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2). If g E C? then IA(g)1 = 
n -j, where j = { 0, 1,2, 3, n -- 1: n - 2, n - 3, n ). Moreover. there exists c?n 
integer-calued character S qf G such that Z is the kernel qf.9 al;d S( 1) = aq5 
a some positiue integer. If IA( g)i = n --j: for g E 8;;. then S(g) < 
a((+ + 1) n 4-j’). 
Proqf; Since /Z( <2, AI1(g) =A2:(g) is an integer for a!1 gE 6. 
Corollary 1.4 implies that l’lzl(g)l = n -j, j a nonnegative integer, for 
gE G’. 
Let x, , 3 denote representatives of the distinct conjugacy classes of P” in 
G. If g E G? let 
K,(g)= ?’ &vLSg? n;c, Xl,,(l) ) ---. 
*. A:i(Xl)nli(g) K,(g) = L -------: 
i-! Alit1> 
2y ~li(X~)~li(X;j~:i(gj 
K,(g) = 21. - 
j .-. , nlitl) ----’ 
If n is odd, also define 
-.-. 
*, n:i(xl)A2iCg~ L,(g)= 1 
i- 1 //2iC1) 
and 
‘7 A?j(Xl)A*j(;~*)/22j(g) &(g) = 1 A----.--. 
i-l A*i!l) 
Then Lemma 3.7 implies 
--. nA,,(d L,(g) = --------? L,(g)=<4--n)~2,(d 
n+l 
-5 if n is odd 
n+l _\ 
(4.1 ;I 
if n is odd, 
if n is even, 




(1 -2c,)n ’ 
if n is odd, 
- ~ll(d = 
n+l ’ 
if IZ is even, for all g E G. 
If n is odd and Z = (z), then X(gz) = -X(g) for all X E B, and 
g E ~7. Therefore c.~,,~,,~ + c.~,,~~,~~ = (IGl/4q2Wl(g) + J&(g) + K,(g) + 
L,(g) - Ud). Hence 
OG ‘W(g) +K,(g) +4(g) + -h(g) - k(s): 
all g E G, if n is odd. (4.2) 
If n is even, then c,,,,,.~ = (IGllq2Wl(d + K2(g)) and c~,..~?,~ = 
Wllq2WG(g) + Kdd). Thus 
and 
all g E G, if n is even. (4.3) 
If conclusion (I) of Lemma 3.7 holds, let S = T (as in (I)). Then S( 1) = q 
(so a = l), S has kernel Z, and is equal to all its algebraic conjugates. 
Therefore, S is integer-valued. If (II) holds, and Xlm, X,* are the 
algebraically self-conjugate characters given in (II): then let S = (4n + 3) 
(n+ 1)X,,-+(4n+ l)nx,G. Then S is integer-valued, with kernel Z, and 
S(1) = aq, where a = (4n + 3)(4n + 1). 
If conclusion (I) of Lemma 3.7 holds, then for all g E G 
1 
K1(g)= I+ 2(n + I) A,$lG, -s X,,(g) -$J ~,,X,.,(d Cl 
=,+4w--S(g) + 4,(g) - S(g) + PC, - 1)/i,,(g) 
2(n + 1) 2n 
if y1 is odd 
= 1 + 4,(g) - 1 -S(g) --/l,,(g) + 4,(g) -S(g) 
2(n+ 1) 2n 
(4*4(l)) if n is even. 
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If conciusion (II) of Lemma 3.7 holds, then for all g E G, 
1 I $iw +X,,(g) + 4,(g) -- 1 - X,&j = 
4n+l 4n 3 + 2(n + 1) 
,/i:l(S) -X,,?!(g) + PC, - l)Aci,,h=T) 
2n 
if n is odd 
= 1 +jLii(g) +&AS) +4,(s)- 1 -~Il(s>-x,,(g) 
4n + 1 4n + 3 2(n i 1) 
if n is even. (4.4(II)) 
Now (4.1), (4.4)(I): (II) and direct calculation imply that whether (T) or (II) 
holds, then for all g E G, 
4(u4dg) - nd2dd + na -S(d) 
u(n t 1)n 
=2K,(g)+K*(g)+K,(g)+L*(g)-L,(g) if n is odd 
= 2K,(g) + 2K,(d if n is even. 
So inequalities (4.2), (4.3) imply that 
A’(g)u-nuA(g)+na-S(g)>O: all g E G. (4.5) 
Also, (4.1) and (4.4) imply that if n is even, then for all g E z, 
4(u~Il(g)+nuti,,(g)+nu--S(g)) =2K 
a(n t 1)n 
cg)t-2K (gj 
I ~ 2 * 
So (4.3) yields 
A’(g)ut-nuA(g)+nu-S(g)>O, all g E G”, if 17 is even. (4.6) 
If n is odd, substitution of gz for g in (4.5) yields (4.6) in that case as well. 
In other words. 
ll’(g)u+nuA(g)+nu--S(g)>O, a!i g E C. (4.7) 
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Let p, = (n’a’ - 41tu2 + 4aS( g))‘:‘. Since g fZ Z, Corollary (1.4) implies 
that S(g) > --a% Hence, pi > n2u2 - 4na’ - 4a2(2n + 1) > nZaZ - 
1 2nu2 - 4a’. Now n > 24 implies that p, > a(n - 8). Inequality (4.5) implies 
that A(g) > (na + P,)/2a or .4(g) < (na - Pp)/2a. Therefore, A(g) > n - 4 
or /i(g) < 4. Inequality (4.7) implies that A(g) > (-na + PR)/2a > -4 or 
A(g) < (-na-pJ2a < -n + 4. Hence, [A(g)/ < 4 or IA(g)1 > n - 4. Now 
g E (? implies that IA(g)/ = n -j, wherej is a nonnegative integer. Therefore, 
n-j<3 or n-j>n--3. It follows thatjE {n,n-- 1, n-2, n-3, 0, 1: 
293). 
If A(g) = n -j, where 0 ,<j< ~1, then (4.5) implies that S(g) < 
a(+j + 1) +j’). If A(g) = -n +j: where 0 <j < 12, then (4.7) implies that 
S(g) < a(n(-j + 1) + j’). 
LEMMA 4.2. If G satisfies Hypothesis (2) and g E G, then 1 A( g)l < 3. 
ProoJ Let L be a complex representation of G affording A. If g E G and 
y is an eigenvalue of L(g), let V( g, 7) denote the eigenspace of L(g) 
corresponding to y in a CG-module underlying L. We first establish 
There is no g E t? with dim V(g, l)=n- 1. (4.8) 
To see this, suppose g E G is such that dim V( g, 1) = II - 1. Let 
g = g, , g2 ,...) g, be all the conjugates of g in G. Let H, = ( g, , g, ,...) gk j for 
1 <k< u. Note that (AHliT lRk)= dim nj”=, V(gj, l), and that (Am,, l,,,) > 
n - 2. Let W= 0,“:: V(gi, 1) and assume inductively that dim W> n - 2.. 
Then (AHk, lNK)=dim W+dim V(g,, l)-dim(W+ V(g,, I))> n- 2 + n 
- 1 - (12 + 1) = y1- 4. Thus A,&= (n - 4) l,,!, +,u, where ~(1) = 5. If 
x E P”, then at most q/p of the constituents of A, have x in their kernels. 
Thus x & H,, H, c G” U { 1 }, and ,U is rational-valued. 
Let hEH,. If A(h)<3 then -5<p(h)<7-n implies n<12, a 
contradiction. So d(h) > n - 3: and thus p(h) > 1 for all h E H,. It follows 
that Clrs,,,p(h) > I H, 1, whence (,u, l,J > 2. Therefore (A,,,? lHK) > n - 2 for 
I < k < U. But H, = G by Corollary 1.4, a contradiction which proves (4.8). 
Now suppose there is some g of order m in G’ with sA( g) > n - 3, where 
E f 1. For any k I m, if a primitive kth root of unity ck is an eigenvalue of 
L(g), then A(g) -rational implies that L(g) includes all #(k) algebraic 
conjugates of ck as eigenvalues, each with the same multiplicity d, > 0. Then 
A(g) = Z,mdkekr where ek, the sum of all algebraic conjugates of cc,, 
equals 0 or fl. If E= 1, let i=2, j= 1; if E =-1, let i= l,j=2. Then 
n-3<&(g)=dj-di+c 1 d,e, 
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=nf l-2&- x &@)+a 1 d,e, 
ksi.j k-i.j 
< n + 1 - 2di - x d,$(k) -I- 2 d,. (4.9) 
k+i.j k;j.i 
Hence. 4 > 2di + Ck+zj,i d,(d(k) - l), and since 2(4(k) -- 1) > p(k) for k + I’,.j 
we have 8 > 4d, + Ck+j.i d,d(k). so that L(g) has at most eight eigenva!ues 
not equai to E. Then for any prime t: 1 m, !A (g’: jl > n -- 8 - P = IZ - 16 > 3. It 
follows that if m > U, then g’ E G” and ili(g”)i > n -- 3 by Lemma 4.1. Thus 
we may assume g has prime order v. 
If r; is odd, then the analysis of (4.9) shows that u= 3, d3 == i and 
d, = II - 1, which contradicts (4.8). If L! = 2, then Corollary 1.4(ii) and (4.8) 
imply that one of the following must occur: (i) y: is odd, d, = 2, d, = n -- 1: 
or (ii) n is even, d, = 1, d, = n. But in case (i): IZI = 2 and dim V(zg: 1 j = 
n --- 1: a contradiction of (4.8). In case (ii). let g’ #g be any conjugate of g. 
‘Then dim V(gg’, I)>dim(V(g,-1)fi V(g’,--I))>: - 1 implies that 
ggY F, (? and dim V( gg’, 1) = n - 1, a final contradiction of (4.8). 
hvfMA 4.3. lf G satisJes Hypothesis (2): then there exists an irreducible 
in:eger-calued charucter T such that ker 2’= Z: l’(i) = 4, and (Ad. T) L= I 
JfgE(? and lA(g)(=n--j, then T(g)<!-j+ 1)~ +j’. 
ProoJ If no such T exists, the proof of Lemma 4.3 implies that. Lemma 
3.?(II) holds, and there is an integer-valued character S. faithful on G/Z, 
with S(1) = aq, where a = (4n -t 1)(4n t 3). Let c be a prime, and let G:. 
denote a Sylow u-subgroup of G. Assume that u > 3, t: fp. 
If g E Gr then Lemma 4.2 implies that \A( g)i < 3. Further, if in(g)! > 2 
then L.emma 4.1 says that S(g) < a((+ -+ i ) 11 -+j’) < a(4 - rz), w’nere 
i = II -- 2 or n -- 3. But if d is the multiplicity of each primitive r;th root of 
unity as an eigenvalue of a representation affording S(g), then S(g) > -d > 
--aq/(a - 1 j. Hence -aq/(v -- 1) < a(4 - II). 50 that 2~1 l -q>(v--1.) 
(rr - 4) > 4(n -- 4j, a contradiction to it > 24. 
Therefore, in(g); < 1 for all gE G;,.. ’ Theorem 6.4 13 / implies that 
/i( 1) E /i(g) (mod 2:). It follows that /i is constant on GT. Therefore: 
c/r (jr? 1 G,., !jG,.j==(iGJ- l)./l(g)+n+ 1. NOW ,4(,g)E jO,kl) implies :bat 
I G, I I n(i?, $- l)(n +- 2). Thus 1 G( / 1 Gz 1 1 G, I qn(/z t- 1 )(IZ f 2). 
Lemma 3.7(H) implies that G has irreducible characters of degrees 4n -i- 1 
and 4rz $ 3. Tf 3 j iz, then (4rr + 1) 1 (1 G i/l G, j 1 G, ) 4). It fotlows that (4n -+ I) ; 
n(n -l- lj(n -t- 2) so that (4n + I) i 7. This is a contradiction. If 3kn, then 
(4,~ +- 3) 1 (1 G//j Gz I j G,I q). It fllows that (4~ $ 3) / r?fn -i- 1 j(n +- 2). &vow 
(4.~ + 3, Sj = 1 implies that (4n + 3) 1 5. This is a contradiction. 
CIOROL,LARY 4.4. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2). Then ; G / = 
/%/ nq(q -i- I). 
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ProoJ Let Vi=(g]gEG” and ]A(g)]=i} for O<i<3. Lemma 4.2 
implies that G” = lJ:=, Vi. Let T be the irreducible character defined in 
Lemma 4.3; then T vanishes on conjugates of elements in PZ-Z. Since /1 is 
integer-valued on G, (/ix, T) = 1 implies 
IGI = t ?-A’(g) T(g)+ lZlA*(l) T(1). 
,?I 7 
(4.10) 
Lemma 4.3 implies that T(g) < 0 if g E VI ir V,. Further T(g) < 1 if 
gE V,. Therefore, (4.10) implies that ~v,A2(g)+IZI(n+ l)*q>]G/. 
Now Cpz.-z/i(x)(i(x)=qn;ZI-lZI n’ and &A(g)/l(g)= ]G/ imply that 
Cr,,A’(g)+ ]Z]n2(1)< (IGln)/q. It follows that ]G] < Ci,,n’(g)+ 
IZI (n + l>‘q < IGI n/q - IZI (n + l)* + IZI (n + 1Y q = IZ! 2n(n + 1)’ + 
IGjn/q. Therefore, IGI,<IZIq2n(n+ l)=lZlqn(q+ 1). Now IG(/IZI= 
qn(hq + 1) implies that h = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis (2). If A is a subset 
of G, let 2 denote the image of A in G/Z. Corollary 4.3 implies that ]G] = 
nq(q + 1). Let u be a complement to p in #. For X E G? let V(z) be the - 
Ermutation sending Ny onto Nyx. Let V= {V(Y) ] X E I?). Obviously -- 
N = {X ] “_E G, E’Y = fl). Furthermore, fl acts transitively on the remaining q 
cosets of N in G since F# is a TI set. Let V, equal V restricted to f19 acting 
on the q cosets of fi different from N; then V, is a transitive group on q 
letters and, being a Frobenius group, no nonunit element of V leaves two 
letters fixed. Hence, c is a Zassenhaus group. Since n = (1/2)(q - 1) and 0 
is cyclic, Principal Theorem VIII [7] implies that G does not satisfy 
Hypothesis (2). Since Hypothesis (2) is empty, Theorem 1 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let /i be a faithful complex character such that 
/i( 1) < (2 IPI + 1)/3. If n,v has exactly one irreducible constituent whose 
kernel does not contain P, then 7heorem 1 implies the result. We use the 
notation of Section 1 [S]. Let q = tn + 1; then 1 is the number of conjugacy 
classes of p elements in G. Since II is faithful, (/i,v, (A, vi)“) # 0 for some i 
and j. Now (2(ln + 1) + 1)/3 > n(l) > (li,i~i)” (1) = nv/,(l) implies that 
t > 1. Therefore, G has a set of exceptional characters rl,, 1 < i < s, and 
1 <j < (q - 1 )/ni. If A is not exceptional, then l(E) [S] implies that A( 1) > 
q - 1. Therefore, we may choose notation so that n = ni, and n lies in block 
Bi. We use the notation of 1 (E) [8 ] applied to the block Bi. It is sufficient o 
show that uk = 0 for k = l,..., s. Now l(E) 181 and (1.2) [8] imply that 
A(l)= x clj : nlJ/j(l) + a, 
.id i ( ) J, 
(y- l) flVi(1> 
+ (Ui + Ei) nv/i(l) + bi: vi(l)* 
I 
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lvow A (1) < (202 + 3)/3 implies that if ak # 0 for all k: then aj = 0 for j # i? 
aj = 1, E! = -- 1) tzi = n, and wi( 1) = 1, If t > 2: then Theorem i [ IO] implies 
that A( 1) G .fe,(;li, vi)” (1) (mod 4). Now ci = - 1 = -*vi(f ) implies that 
./1(l) = aq - n, where a > 0. Now aq - n < (2q + 1)/3 implies that 
q < 3n -t 1. This is a contradiction. Therefore, 1= 2. Now n! L- !I implies 
there are two characters (iv,, v~)” a.nd (iiIwi)-‘. Now tii = 1 and t:i = --1 
implies that (I.!; ‘;/J’ is the only irreducible constituent of A,. whose iternei 
does not contain P. 
APPENDIX 
Lemma 4.2 is implied by the following unpublished result of one of the 
authors. 
LEMMh. Let k, e, f be positizje real constants with f > 1: G a finite group. 
X a faithful irreducible complex representation of G with character x. Let 
x( 1) = n. Suppose there exists x E G - Z such that X(x) has ! as an eigen- 
va!ue with multiplicity n - k. Finallv, assume that for an): g E G, one of the 
,following holds: 
(i) Ix( g)l < e, or 
(ii) (x(g)! > n -f and x(g) is rational. 
Then n < e + 2jk +f- 1). 
Tn the situation of Lemma 4.2, x may be assumed an element of G wi:h 
A(x) > II -- 3. The proof of the above result is a generalization of that of 
Lemma 4.2 given above. 
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